From: A. C. Loeffler, Supv., Statistical Reports Unit-Vehicle Scheduling.

1. Form 6116-Monthly and accumulative production record for 1954 model December, 1953-February 1954...parts # 1 & 2. The forms are arranged by assembly plant, by date. Data includes monthly and cumulative assembly record of vehicles and special equipment as well as plus or minus from start of model.

2. Form 6116, Part 1...February 1954-May 1954...monthly and accumulative production records

3. Form 6116 Part 2 and Parts 1 & 2 for July. Covers reports for May 1954-July 1954...1954 model monthly and accumulative production records


5. Form 93-Assembly plant daily production reports December 1953-April 1954. Data included for each assembly plant and by body type.

6. Form 93-Assembly plant daily production report...May 1954-October, 1954

7. Form 93-A-1953 model...worksheets and schedules; 1954 station wagon shipment reports.

Inventoried June 8, 1965